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USC students are helping students from around the world learn to speak English well enough to someday become USC students themselves through English Programs for Internationals, also known as EPI.

The students meet for one hour each week and talk about things that interest them, said Yamen Kooester, co-coordinator for the program.

“They basically just talk about anything and everything—anything that’s interesting to them,” Kooester said. “It’s a cross-cultural learning experience.”

At Al-Rashid, a first-year business student from Oman, left the program and enrolled at USC. He said having a conversation partner was useful.

“It was helpful, not to learn the language, but to be able to communicate with someone from a different country,” he said.

Farheen Khan, right, meets with her conversation partner for lunch in Pandelis’ Friday.

INNOVATA, NEW BAND FACILITY
APPROVED
JACKIE ALEXANDER
U.S.C.
THE BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS COMMITTEE APPROVED MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN NEW PROJECTS FOR RENOVATIONS AND NEW PROJECTS ON CAMPUS FRIDAY.

A PROPOSED BAND AND DANCE FACILITY, PICTURED AT TOP, IS EXPERIENCING DELAYS, BECAUSE ITS LOCATION OFF SUMTER STREET WAS FORMERLY A LANDFILL.

TICKET SYSTEM CHANGES PROBABLE
Eliza Segrist
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Football ticket distribution changes could come as the future. In a discussion Friday, students and faculty from various campus organizations suggested ways to optimize student attendance at games and to make sure tickets were not wasted.

“This is a time for all of you to give us feedback about the current system and suggestions for a new one,” said Anna Edwards of Student Life.

Associate Vice President of Student Affairs Jerry Brewer said it is important to fix any problems with the system now, because the demand for tickets will only continue to increase.

“The goal of a ticket distribution system is to get the student tickets into the appropriate hands of eligible students and then to have them actually utilize those tickets,” Brewer said.

However, there are some flaws with the current system.

Chris Gainey, a third-year biology student, said tickets are often not used or they are re-sold.

Chris McNamara, a second-year political science student, said students who live off campus often have a harder time getting tickets.

The group talked about the pros and cons of several solutions.

Residence Hall Association President Terrill Wilkins, a fourth-year business student, thought about having the USC ID card scanned.

“There are complaints of people who have graduated but still use their ID to get tickets,” Wilkins said.

Another possibility is a point system in which a student can earn points by attending other athletic events, especially games that are

ELECTIONS

VOTE 1 3

Elections violations keep candidates on their toes

Commission questions premature campaigning, staff issues, logos during multiple hearings

Two student candidates for executive offices were found innocent of elections violations, while a third’s appeal was shut down.

A violation filed against presidential candidate Nick Payne, a third-year economics student, alleged that Payne’s campaign manager, Ashley Taylor, a second-year public relations student, was not present for the mandatory candidates meeting.

The report goes on to

Students Government Elections Update
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New projects get funding

Innovista, new band facility approved to receive millions

JACKIE ALEXANDER U.S.C.

THE BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS COMMITTEE APPROVED MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN NEW PROJECTS FOR RENOVATIONS AND NEW PROJECTS ON CAMPUS FRIDAY.

A PROPOSED BAND AND DANCE FACILITY, PICTURED AT TOP, IS EXPERIENCING DELAYS, BECAUSE ITS LOCATION OFF SUMTER STREET WAS FORMERLY A LANDFILL.

Conversation mixes campus cultures

Innovista, new band facility approved to receive millions
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Election candidates keep candidates on their toes

Commission questions premature campaigning, staff issues, logos during multiple hearings

Two student candidates for executive offices were found innocent of elections violations, while a third’s appeal was shut down.

A violation filed against presidential candidate Nick Payne, a third-year economics student, alleged that Payne’s campaign manager, Ashley Taylor, a second-year public relations student, was not present for the mandatory candidates meeting.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Sen. Sam Brownback, a Republican presidential candidate from Kansas, greets luncheon attendees before giving a speech Friday in Columbia.

---

Sen. Sam Brownback, a Republican presidential candidate from Kansas, shares views with Columbia this past Monday.

His audience, a mix of the elderly, families and recent college graduates shouted loudly and peppered his speech with “amens.”

They liked his conservative, Christian values, and some said he was the first candidate they were actually excited about since Ronald Reagan.

Brownback, who hopes the Supreme Court will overturn Roe v. Wade, said, “I will commit to ending abortion.”

Brownback held up a binder holding the current U.S. tax code and, referring to his agricultural background, said it should be “taken behind a barn and killed with a dull ax.”

Instead, he proposes a flat tax with no deductions, exemptions or credits, because he said it will create growth.

Showing a piece of wool made partly from corn, Brownback said starches should replace oil. He called for more electric cars, especially for the half of patients who will die, the ones done for AIDS, he said. Some of them will die, but they will die anyway, he said.

Brownback called for personal social security accounts, open-market accounts, open-market personal social security accounts, open-market personal social security numbers with Immigration and Naturalization Services to allow employers to know if they’re hiring legal workers. Keith Barron, a recent USC graduate, said Brownback stands for “what any person who respects life is interested in.”

“He’s a refreshing candidate who expresses both ideals and philosophies about a market-driven economy and Christian values,” Gerald P. O’Malley, said. After saying the government spent too much money and that the Washington system needs to be controlled, Brownback proposed a “marriage development account” where a couple’s savings would be matched by the government and matched two-to-one by private donations, creating an account that could be used to buy a house, a car or an education.

Brownback said marriage is a “fundamental institution” of America that shouldn’t be redefined. He also said children shouldn’t be born by a surrogacy.

“The best way to raise a child is with a mom and a dad banded together for life,” he said.

Comments on this story? E-mail comments@usc.edu.
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IT’S YOUR RIGHT

Since your opinion on message boards at www.dailyg Collegion.com or send letter to the editor of gamedayopinion@gw.m.sc.edu

IT’S THAT SECTION OVER THERE

Bulb ban shies light on excellent idea

Intelligent governments correct for decisions made for not-so-smart citizens

From cigarettes to light bulbs, banning seems to be the next trend in government policy. While I’m not a fan of the government, I do respect the motives behind those laws.

This week, California prohibited the sale of inefficient light bulbs. This was no surprise because, but if South Carolina sold light bulbs, I doubt that California does, we might be proposing this ban, too. Opponents have suggested that the ban will hurt consumers, but in reality their profits should remain the same, if not better.

Efficient light bulbs cost a few cents more, and those using the older type of bulbs will simply be supplied with the newer type. Energy efficient bulbs will save you approximately $40-$50 a year in energy bills and they work just as well as the older type. California is not making decisions for its citizens, but sending a message to our citizens. Syfy, General Electric and Phillips should have taken the old bulbs off the market years ago. And now, at a $1 bill per bulb, they’ll have to. There is nothing wrong with the government working to protect its citizens.

Imagine the lives America could have saved had it been able to ban the effects of cigarettes earlier and ban smoking altogether. Trans fat is banned in dozens of cities, but for some reason has managed to survive in America. It is a known fact that trans fats are an unnecessary food item and if banned could save numerous lives.

These bans are not in the government’s name alone, but are for the greater good. The government’s job is to protect the citizens, not to legislate their health. If the citizens are foolish enough to eat junk food, the government has no reason to waste money on such matters.

The market could easily rise to $1 billion dollars, which could easily be spent on other priorities. I do respect the motives behind these bans. I do respect the motives behind these bans.

BUSINESS-COMMERCE

Brand new education

The NFL is offering a brand new education program for its players. The NFL has created a new program called “The NFL Academy,” and they believe it is the right thing to do. The program is designed to help players stay in college and avoid damaging injuries.

“I think it is a great idea for the NFL to support this education program,” said NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell. “The NFL is committed to supporting our players in their academic and professional careers.”

The program will offer players the opportunity to take college classes and earn credits toward a degree. It will also provide career counseling and job placement services.

“By offering this program, the NFL is taking a proactive approach to helping its players succeed in and out of the spotlight,” said NFLPA Executive Director DeMaurice Smith. “We are proud to support this initiative, which we believe will benefit our players and the league as a whole.”

The NFL Academy is open to all players, regardless of their current situation. Players who are currently in college can continue to earn credits while they attend classes. Those who have graduated can still take classes and earn credits toward a degree.

“I am excited about this program,” said player Michael Vick. “I think it is a great idea for the NFL to support this education program.”
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The program will offer players the opportunity to take college classes and earn credits toward a degree. It will also provide career counseling and job placement services.
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The Columbia City Ballet performs "Where the Wild Things Are," a ballet based off Maurice Sendak's classic story, at the Saturday Center.
Inside the Box • By Matthew Lovett / The Daily Gamecock

SUPER INDIGESTION

MONDAY

Max, played by Jose Serrano, encounters two wild beasts in Saturday’s production of Maurice Sendak’s “Where the Wild Things Are” Saturday at the Koger Center. Welcome to Falling Rock National Park • By Josh Smith

Now broadcasting in

Sudoku

By Michael Mepham

How to Play

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3x3 box (or bold border) contains every digit 1 to 9.

Solutions to Friday’s Sudoku

2 2 6 6 1 7 3 1 8 4 7 9 2 3 5 9 1 8 6 5 2 7 4 3 9 6 1 5 8 7 2 6 9 4 8 5 7 3 1 6 5 4 9 1 2 7 8 6 2 1 9 7 8 5 6 6 3 9 5 5 6 2 9 4 7 7 8 9 1 8 4 5 6

Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

02/01/07

HOROSCOPES

Aries As the day goes on, the job gets a little bit easier. Soon you’ll have the skills and authority to solve the problem. Taurus Loved ones want reassurance. Show them the value of hug, hot cocoa and dessert gratification. Make small things significant. Gemini Continue with your exploratory program. Find out all you can about what’s available and how much it costs. Cancer There’s plenty of work. The challenge is how to do all and still have a life. The answer is in the magic of priorities and scheduling. Leo The money’s coming in, if you can keep up with the work. This is one of those rare situations where if you work harder you make more. Virgo You’re good at picking up details the others have overlooked. Busy yourself doing that, for now. Libra You actually got more done when you’re up against a deadline. Now, just get rid of the sense of dread, and you’ll really be riding the wave. Scorpio Postpone your decision. There’s too much confusion in your life. Sagittarius Keep learning as fast as you can, on your own time. Something that starts out as a hobby becomes more than satisfaction. Capricorn You’ve had fewer travel complications if you wait just a little while longer. Traveling on business should be especially lucrative tomorrow and the next day. Aquarius There will be a problem concerning your money and somebody else’s spending. Eliminate the confusion now.

Crossword

Brought to you by: Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

ACROSS

1 Hiawatha’s craft 72 Weeders’ tools
5 Despicable 70 Cozy hideaways
9 Orang’s relative 69 Use a poker
11 Gathering dust 70 Point of a joke
13 Subtle alert 67 Conscious
18 Promising clue 66 H
19 Mythical tool 64 Arboretum sight
21 Showroom car 63 Braid
26 Supermodel 60 Point of a joke
27 Equal exchange 57 Stocking stuffer
28 Witch trials 52 __ in stone
29 Breakfast fare 50 Just average
31 Nautical weight 48 Astor or Martin
33 Cow catcher 45 __ and bounds
37 Corduroy feature 44 Imitated
39 Wheel shaft 43 Book before
40 Sought-after 38 Swan lady
42 Way to lose 37 Corduroy feature
41 Market figures 33 Cow catcher
42 Market figures 33 Cow catcher
45 __ and bounds 38 Swan lady
46 Profoundly 36 Comedy genre
48 Author or Martin 33 Cow catcher
50 Just average 36 Comedy genre
52 __ in store 51 __ and bounds
56 Land 57 Bath and Ems,
57 Bath and Ems,
59 U.S.-Eur.
60 __ __ __ __ __
61 Press
62 Sign gas
63 __ __ __ __ __
64 __ __ __ __ __
65 __ __ __ __ __
66 __ __ __ __ __
67 __ __ __ __ __
68 __ __ __ __ __
69 __ __ __ __ __
70 __ __ __ __ __
71 Weeders’ tools

DOW TN

1 Inadvertent 55 Follow as a
2 Hiawatha’s craft 54 River horse
3 Swan lady 53 River horse
4 Had in mind 52 __ in stone
5 Catchy closure 51 __ out
6 Creative flash 50 Just average
7 Secrecy breach 48 Astor or Martin
8 All over 45 __ and bounds
9 Secrecy breach 44 Imitated
10 Disc jockey’s 43 Book before
11 Gathering dust 42 Way to lose
12 Mill morsels 41 Market figures
13 Subtle alert 40 Sought-after
14 Highway 39 Wheel shaft
15 Ultrafine spot 38 Swan lady
16 Stashes away 37 Corduroy feature
17 Machu Picchu 36 Comedy genre
19 Mythical tool 35 Smarting
20 Rich dessert 34 States
21 Showroom car 33 Cow catcher
22 Hardy wheat 32 Why don’t we?
23 Sporting dog 31 Nautical
24 File fillers 30 Way out
26 Supermodel 29 Breakfast fare
27 Equal exchange 28 Witch trials
28 Witch trials 27 Equal exchange
29 Breakfast fare 26 Supermodel
30 Way out 25 Sparring dog
31 Nautical weight 24 File fillers
32 Why don’t we? 23 Sporting dog
33 Cow catcher 22 Hardy wheat
34 States 21 Showroom car
35 Smarting 20 Rich dessert
36 Comedy genre 19 Mythical tool
37 Corduroy feature 18 Promising clue
38 Swan lady 17 Machu Picchu
39 Wheel shaft 16 Stashes away
40 Sought-after 15 Ultrafine spot
41 Market figures 14 Highway
42 Way to lose 13 Subtle alert
43 Book before 12 Mill morsels
44 Imitated 11 Gathering dust
45 __ and bounds 10 Disc jockey’s
46 Profoundly 9 Orang’s relative
47 Detest 8 All over
48 Astor or Martin 7 Secrecy breach
49 School break 6 Creative flash
50 Just average 5 Catchy closure
51 __ out 4 Had in mind
52 __ in stone 3 Swan lady
53 River horse 2 Hiawatha’s craft
54 River horse 1 Inadvertent
55 Follow as a 52 __ in stone
56 Land 51 __ and bounds
57 Bath and Ems,
58 Came down 50 Just average
59 U.S.-Eur.
60 __ __ __ __ __
61 Press
62 Sign gas
63 __ __ __ __ __
64 __ __ __ __ __
65 __ __ __ __ __
66 __ __ __ __ __
67 __ __ __ __ __
68 __ __ __ __ __
69 __ __ __ __ __
70 __ __ __ __ __
71 Weeders’ tools

SUDOKU

© 2006 Michael Magazine. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
In a matchup of two All-American caliber point guards between South Carolina’s Sylvia Fowles and LSU’s Ronald Steele — Fowles got the better of the matchup as the Gamecocks clinched a share of the SEC conference title.

Unlike last year, Fowles was not as unstoppable, as USC suffered another tough loss at the hands of one of the top players in their division.

Instead, it was the Gamecocks who dominated the game from the start.

South Carolina (13-10, 3-6 in the SEC) came into this game against LSU (18-5, 9-1 in the SEC) in the middle of the SEC lose list with a 72-36 loss against Tennessee during the game when she fractured a finger.

However, turnovers and fewer scoring opportunities proved fatal to USC in the second half. Fowles only had a triple and Day scored only four points, as Alabama was able to crack into the game and tie it up with the victory in the closing seconds.

USC had a chance to tie the game at 79-77 with 10 seconds left on the clock when Odom called a timeout with 20.2 seconds left to set up a play for Kelley stood idle.

“I thought we were wasting too much time going in and out and not playing the timeout, without letting Alabama come down and see it,” Odom said.

That was bad execution.”

After this timeout, Kelley turned the ball over and Alabama was able to secure the victory.

South Carolina knew it was the stretch we just didn’t execute.”

In the closing minutes of the Auburn game, the senior from Alabama, Cold, had 17 points, nine of which were from the second half.

However, his play was summarized by Alabama’s Alkhy McKelvy, who brought back Alabama single-handedly scoring 18 of his 23 points over the final 13 minutes of the game. Fellow Alabama player Richard Hendrix added 14 points and paced the Crimson Tide with 17 rebounds.

The statistics that stand out, and probably were the most crucial in South Carolina’s loss, were that USC was on the front three Lowe’s on the one side only once throughout the entire game, where Charaid hit one of two shots, and USC’s 12-second half turnovers, including seven from Kelley, are in the closing seconds of the game, sealing Alabama’s victory.

The Gamecocks head to Lexington, Ky., Wednesday to take on the Wildcats, who beat Arkansas 82-74 Saturday.

**Comments on this story? E-mail gspbstn@gwm.sc.edu**

**The sports staff of The Daily Gamecock**

**By Jonathan FASTENAU**

**Fourth-year writer Jonathan Fastenau is a returning tab of NFL history.**

**And Grossman? Vinatieri managed to be the best kicking kicks out of bounds. Grossman, at his 40-yard line each drive, could have master positive yardage.

**Trent Dilfer and Kyle Collins dance at midfield after the game, no longer running for worst Super Bowl losses ever.**

**The Colts have won, 1-3-0 for Dungy and Co.**

**In lieu of Jim Nantz’s traditional tote line, the Super Bowl line has brought in ‘CSI: Miami’ star David Caruso, the kind of the one-liner.**

**Here we go.**

**Terry and the only numbers intended for Indianapolis right and Dallas Clark and for another score.**

**Blogger predicts ‘Super’ outcome**

It’s 1-3-0, not 1-0-3, Mr. Manning,” Caruso says on television last night, “Welcome to the club.”

**If this account of the game somehow differs from the one you watched on television last night, it’s probably because the game was over by the time I finished typing.**

**The sports staff of The Daily Gamecock will be to the office by 5 p.m., more than an hour before kickoff.**

Comments on this story? E-mail gspbstn@gwm.sc.edu
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Meet us in VIP
- Myrtle Beach
- Marriott Courtyard

To place a line classified ad
Phone: 803-777-3888 • Fax: 803-777-6482
E-mail: sholmes@gwm.sc.edu
Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm
Russell House, Rm. 343
www.dailygamelock.com

NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK! NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK! NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK! NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK! NOW FIVE DAYS A WEEK!

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SUMMER STUDY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
May 22 – August 17, 2007
THE SUMMER SCHOOL TIMES AND IS THE TIME SAVING YOU TO...

YOU CHOOSE
TWO COURSES IN:

Arts and Culture
Business and Management
Environmental Studies
Graphic Design and Mass Communication
International Studies
Politics and Public Policy
Psychology and Social Policy

WE’LL ARRANGE:
YOUR INTERNSHIP.
APPLY BY APRIL 23.
617-553-9154
www.bu.edu/summer/internship

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Belk-Dutch Square-Chipotle: First public company organization (IPO) for favorite product; a unique purchase of $9.95 to support a local nonprofit; 20% off and free shipping on orders over $25.00. Contact the office of student media: zimmerman@bu.edu

COFFEE HOUSE 2007:
Saturday, February 17
3:00 PM – 6:00 PM
The Office of Student Media has an opening for an Account Representative. This position requires 15-20 hours of work per week. Organizational skills and fine print reading are encouraged. A positive attitude and attention to detail are essential. Contact the Office of Student Media for more information:
www.bu.edu/summer/internship

BRING YOUR STORY TO THE PAGE!

I have no experience. I love advertising. Good writer. Started at a local newspaper. I seek a position as an Advertising Copywriter. Contact eastcoaste2002@yahoo.com

NEWSPAPER PIN/BAG: In order to save on定 prices, we are delivering the paper with a plastic bag and pin. The cost is $1.50 per issue.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Help Wanted

Child Care

New a PT job that will build your career. Some of the best ratings in the field. Opportunities to earn $10 per hour. Will work with children with disabilities. We are a full-service public school system that provides services for children in the schools of the area. We are an equal opportunity employer. Apply at 843-380-5000.

FIND A ROOMMATE TODAY!

“Date My Roommate”

The Daily Gamedock’s special Valentine’s Mix section

COMING WED., FEB. 7th

Bar Night

Sterling University Housing presents

Bar Night

Receive your choice of a Coach Purse or an iPod

The Element is located on Gervais Street next to Club RA.

Ask for Sterling University in VIP!

Thursday night
February 8

Come Join Us @
The Element
to Sign For Your
2 Bed/ 2 Bath
Apartment and Enjoy a Night of Partying on Us!!

Meet us in VIP for exclusive gift giveaways!

Phone: 939-9209
www.sterlingbytheriver.com

If you are under 21, it is against the law to buy alcoholic beverages. All ABC regulations enforced.